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About Us 
 
Our vision is to be the nation’s rural theatre company. 
 
 
Our mission is to develop and produce quality new 
theatre about the contemporary rural world. To tour 
the country with plays that have local impact and 
national resonance. To turn up in peoples’ village halls, 
theatres and digital backyards, connecting audiences 
nationwide. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re based in an old schoolhouse near Ludlow, Shropshire (complete with Cowshed)



• Why Archive? 
• Who Cares? 
• The Project 
• Access 
• Relevance 
• Outcomes 
• Ripple Effect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to talk through the following areas. Why Archive?Who Cares?The ProjectAccessRelevanceRipple Effect



Why Archive? 

Presenter
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Why Archive at all?I joined Pentabus in 2013. I was aware I was joining a company with a vast history. Originally formed in 1974, the company was turning 40 in 2014.The company’s name derives from its original intention and an identified gap in provision‘Pent’ referring to the 5 counties of the west midlands the company was originally set up to tour‘Bus’ because they toured the shows in a bus!!When I arrived we started talking about all kinds of ways we could celebrate the 40th birthday It is difficult to both look backwards and look forwards in an organisation which has had many lives and means many different things to different peopleI’d also noticed around the building various elements of archive material – some of it stored appropriately and some of it left to fester in our derelict cowshed at the back our farm estate.I then spotted an opportunity to apply to the Business Archive Council’s BAC Cataloguing Grant for Business Archives award.  It seemed like the perfect opportunity to ensure the records were not only protected for future generations, but a great way of celebrating our 40th birthday.It was also a chance to reconnect with the company’s roots, examine its future and reach out to past Pentabus folkAnd a chance to offer something back to the cultural and social records of the past 40 years for research and academic purposes



Who Cares? 
 
 

Presenter
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There was a question in the back of my mind when we embarked on the project…. Does anyone care?  Who cares that Pentabus is 40? Do people want to know the back story, or is what we’re doing here and now count?Would anyone engage? Volunteer? Contribute? Visit? And if they do or don’t what does this mean? That we’re loved, forgotten?  Viewed as being historical? A rare and quaint rural survivor of the arts cuts over 4 decades?Should we archive for archiving's sake?And also – what does it mean to archive a collection of a company that is still going, still pushing the boundaries of contemporary theatre making?Pictured here are the archive files at Shropshire Archives and a portion of our party goers to celebrate the 40  years of Pentabus, summer 2013



 
 

 

 
The Project had 3 key strands: 
 
• Sourcing new material 
• Archiving and cataloguing the collection 
• Volunteering 
 
 
We worked in partnership with Shropshire Council’s 
Archive Service and Senior Archivist Sal Mager, as well as 
Pentabus and Shropshire Council archive volunteers 

 
 
 



New Material 
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One of the hardest things for archivist Sal Mager was the question of where to start!  We didn’t really know what the first show had been and the now Arts Council England didn’t hold records back to 1974 of the then West Midlands Arts Association on the formation of the company.Luckily, we had put out a call for new material as we knew we didn’t have a full collection, particularly of the companies education and outreach work.   We had a good response including re-connecting with several of the founder members of the company, the discovery of a company from from 1980 housed at MACE and an extremely valuable college report by a lady called Val Rodgers who had shadowed the companies first two tours.  This included details of the exact shows, touring locations and a copy of the original reportReport on Investigation into Touring Theatre Provision For The Rural Areas of the West Midlands�Researched and written by Sue Dunderdale for the West Midlands Arts Association.    Feb 1974�Recommends formation of a touring theatre company with “an equal commitment to both theatre and community”.“In May 1974 Sue was given the go ahead to form a company, to rehearse and tour for 11 weeks” (Valerie Rogers)Cutting 26/4/1974 ‘“The Pentabus Project” while sounding like the title of an Alistair MacLean spy thriller, is the brain child of West Midlands Arts”.’Great name as totally UNIQUE (made Sal’s job easier - really helps with Google searching!). Have not come across anything else going by the name of Pentabus.Shown here are the two original programmes from the first two tours, still with their binder punches from Val’s college project.  Finally: a starting point.20 August 1974�Magic Map = very first performance (at Shipston School, Shipston on Stour, Warwickshire)�Lost in London followed in the evening (Long Compton)�Working out the End performed the next evening.��“The production marked the start of the company’s first season with a marathon three-plays-in-two-days programme in the Shipston area.” [Stratford Express cutting]People:�Sue Dunderdale director, Jonathan Cross assistant director/actor/deputy stage manager, musical director, plus 5 other actors.��Pay:�Everyone in the company was paid £30 per week (all members of equity apart from musical director as pay too low – had to be at least £44 per week).��Recounts 3 separate days with Pentabus: 1st day – mid point – end (11 week tour)��First day:�Hectic schedule.  “Everyone involved themselves with scenery shifting which was obviously quite physically tiring”��6th week of tour:�“Some tensions were apparent within the company, and their enthusiasm was much less than it had been a month previously.... The actors tended to leave the setting up and taking down of the set to the stage manager and anyone else who would help.”End of tour:�“Spirits in the company were high”  Success of last performance/large audience.



New Material 
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Other material includes lovely items such as this, a cut out and keep create your own theatre programme.



Archiving and cataloguing the Collection 
 
 

http://search.shropshirehistory.org.uk/ 

Presenter
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Archivist Sal had a tough time working through the archive – playing detective and filling in gaps.A lot of information had no dates on the publicity materials and the like, so Sal had to piece together a big jigsaw from relatively little information.After Sal’s initial survey it was discovered we had a larger archive material collection than initially envisaged, including the past 40 years of shows, company archives, posters and original art work, music recordings, photographs, touring information, videos and DVD’s.  The majority of Sal’s time was therefore consumed with the actual physical archiving of the collection and completing the accession of the collection.  We were able to catalogue the whole collection to a detailed level, rather than just a summary collection as originally envisaged, which was a testament to the quality of Sal’s work in her assessment of the collection.  Sal’s work included:Surveying and cataloguing the collectionRecords numbered, labelled and stored ready for public access on requestCataloguing in line with International Standards of Archival Description (ISAD-G) Catalogue completed and made available on-line, including digital copies of a selection of records for each show (publicity and programmes)Ensuring the collection was accessioned with receipt and agreement completedReport of the work carried out and suggestions for follow-on work The collection includes: Business Records, Show Records, Flyers and Posters, Programmes, Photographs and key reports.



Senior Archivist Sal stated of her time with us:  
 
 
“It’s been a delight working with Pentabus to help 
bring this fascinating collection to life. 
 
 The project will, I hope, not only ensure the long-
term preservation of this unique record spanning 40 
years of Pentabus, but also help to generate 
interest in its potential to throw new light on the 
development of the performing arts in this period.” 
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Sal worked with us 1 day a week for around 6 months, undertaking 20 days work in total. From this she was able to catalogue our entire collection and digitise elements of the collection.  Volunteers assisted with the sorting and digitising of flyers and photos which means nearly every show has at least 3 indexed and fully digitised images within the searchable collection available via the Shropshire Archives website. The collection was physically transferred in the Pentabus van in March 2014.  The only time I’ve ever bumped the van – another anecdote for the archive collection! (pictured here – Sal Mager, Mike Price and myself)



Volunteers 
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We are lucky at Pentabus that we have several volunteers who work with us on a regular, basis, including Stephen and Mike picture hereDuring the Archive Project, Stephen and Mike have contributed hugely to the project and its breadth.  The funds we received from BAC were profiled towards funding Sal’s time but could not cover research based work.The volunteer projects that were undertaken were:-digitising of images-sorting photos and identifying these to the show records-and a huge task by Mike of undertaking  a piece of work to create an uber excel spreadsheet exploring where the company has toured in its 40 years and which artists, writers, actors etc we have worked with.-connecting to old Pentabus company members to undertake interviewsThis piece of work yielded surprising results. Mike learnt that we had toured to nearly every English County. That we’ve toured to Portugal, Edinburgh and Europe. We’ve had an Indian exchange residency.  A lot of the touring information came from…. Invoices, another surprise!It also left a lot of gaps.  We are still to fill some of these… the work continues.   Stephen is interviewing several key Pentabus company members this autumn to further add to the collectionIn total we had 5 volunteers work on the project amassing well over 250 hours – thank you



Volunteer Mike has said of his time with the project:  
 

‘it’s been fascinating and fun to see the past 40 years 
come to life, and frustrating to encounter the gaps.  Its 
gratifying when some of those gaps are filled, definitely 

not ‘shooting the past’ - hopefully a net with more 
threads than holes!  I feel very privileged to have been 

involved 
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And Mike is here with me today – thank you to Mike



Access 
• Physical collection at 

Shropshire Archives 
 

• Online catalogue via 
Shropshire Archives 
 

• Past productions 
section of Pentabus 
website 
 

• Universities made 
aware of collection 
 

• Local press release 
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We have worked to try and ensure as much of the collection is accessible as possibleThis includes the physical collection which is now transferred as well as onlineWe have begun the past productions section of our websiteThis replicates the current productions section of our website 



Access 
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This replicates the current productions section of our website  - the thumbnails on the left represent each show, and when you click through there is a gallery of images, a video (if we have one) details of the tour, description of the show, and details of creative team, writer and cast via the links on the rightWe are currently seeking an intern to take this project forwards



Relevance 
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Here are just a few examples of how we’ve used our archive in social media, and the response this has garneredOn the left hand side, using the popular #throwbackthursday hashtags, we’ve been publishing a range of pictures in our 40th years. These have garnered a lot of re-tweets or suggestions of who is in the pictures!In the Middle, a tweet from the Chair of BAC about our archive project and the difference it has made – thank you!On the right, previous Artistic Director Theresa Heskins reminiscing following a tweet at our Shropshire Archives talk.   Therese is now the Artistic Director of the New Vic theatre in Staffordshire and is a respected artistic voice – great to have her tweeting about the projectWe’ve also used the pictures on facebook and other social media channels   and have had the same result



Outcomes 

 
 

Outcomes 
 

Discovered: 
• 150 shows, 47 writers, 350 venues visited, over 1,000 

performances and still counting… 
• Our touring history – mapped in detail show by show 
• Connections to old Pentabus company members 
• 5 volunteers contributing over 250 hours to the project  
 
Created: 
• A physical archive collection 
• An online archive record on Shropshire Archives website 
• A past productions part of our website  
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We’ve benefited much more broadly from the archive project, not just the act of transferring it.



Outcomes 
 
 

Outcomes 
 

Delivered: 
• An archive talk at Shropshire Archives 
• A 40th birthday party 
• A 40th profile raising leaflet 

 
Legacy: 
• University connections 
• Interviews and company history 
• Still plugging the gaps….  
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Members from every decade of Pentabus came to the partyOur 40th birthday profile raising leaflet has been used to events, sent to funders, past and future partnersGreat value for money, but we couldn’t have done it without the grant – thank you to BAC



Ripple Effect 
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What do I mean by the Ripple Effect?I mean the impact this project has had not just on the company and the fact we now have an established archive, but the connections it has bought usWe have-reconnected to the company’s roots and key founder members-had further confidence in the company’s history and how this has led us to clear reasons for our current business model and future artistic direction-connected us to new volunteers and strengthened our connections to current volunteers-found us new followers on social media-led to donations to current fundraising campaigns from previous Pentabus-ins-raised the profile of the company in other sectors and with other partners – i.e. BAC and Shropshire Archives-confirmed that the love and support for the company exists not only in past connections but in current and future ones-used archive materials in key publications and for supporting our key PR messages



Questions? 
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I’m very happy to take any questions from the floor
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